WICKED PLAN - Intense & Melodic Heavy Metal
Bio (long form // 1 page)
Natali and Dan established WICKED PLAN in
2012 with the clear vision to form of a high-caliber
Melodic Heavy Metal band. The first seeds were
sown already in 2008, but it needed a couple of
changes in the line-up until the whole band was
ready to bring the demanding songs to life. With
their second album “Out of Fire” (2016) the band
has revealed its musical passion: a blend of Heavy
Metal and Classical elements with very strong
melodies and high intensity.
Natali Keller, the singer with the powerful voice,
studied Music at the Academy of Contemporary
Music (ACM) and brings a lot of Hard Rock and
Heavy Metal experience to the stage. Influenced
mainly by singers like Dio and Bruce Dickinson,
Natali performs extremely expressive in all
registers.
Guitar virtuoso and songwriter Dan Keller lets his guitar scream and sing. Dan's compositions and guitar playing are
mainly inspired by Yngwie Malmsteen, George Lynch and the great composers from the Baroque period. Dan creates a
distinctive blend of Heavy Metal and Classical elements with very strong melodies and high intensity.
Ed Cuennet entered the band in early 2016. He brought a new tone, drive and presence to the songs - powerful and
melodic at the same time. With his experience of over 20+ years in various bands and musical styles Ed is an essential
pillar of WICKED PLAN.
Sven Imsand joined WICKED PLAN as our emergency-drummer in 2017. With his incredible fast'n furious Power
Metal drumming Sven adds a ton of energy and drive to the songs. On the album LAND ON FIRE, Sven is really on
fire(!), responsible for the wicked drum beats and to set - together with Ed - the rhythmic basis for WICKED PLAN's
powerful riffs.

OUT OF FIRE Album
In 2016 WICKED PLAN was on the “get WICKED” tour to promote the OUT OF FIRE album. Among other things
they toured for 10 days in south-east Europe through Croatia, Bosnia, Montenegro, Serbia and Bulgaria.
For the official music video „Wicked Plan“ the band managed to engage the wild „Monsters of Metal“ for a common
headbanging in the fantastic woods of Fribourg. 16 months after the release the video had 10'100 views.
Press text from Dr. Music Promotion: Release of the album OUT OF FIRE
WICKED PLAN’s Female Fronted Melodic Metal Album OUT OF FIRE makes the hearts of old-school metal fans beat
faster! An expressive female power voice and virtuoso guitars. These are the flagships of the Swiss heavy metal band
WICKED PLAN.

LAND ON FIRE Album (2018)
In autumn 2016 the band started working on new songs for next album LAND ON FIRE, to be released in 2018.
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